Meet Carol Alcamo
Master Mover and Motivator
Pictures tell it like it is. 100% smiling faces, even though
we prompted by saying, ‘exercise’ not ‘say cheese.’ They
smile for their group and for Carol Alcamo, instructor to
their exercise group. Carol offers fun and exercise freely to
folks in the Holy Trinity Social Hall Monday and Thursday
afternoons. It is a free-flowing mix of cardio dance,
weights, stretches and yoga that people are helped to adapt
to their own needs and capabilities with an emphasis on
F*U*N. With 25 years of experience leading various
types of fitness classes, Carol finds it easy and rewarding to
service the group as a whole yet take the time to coach and encourage those needing
a modified routine.

F*U*N in MOTION
“She's so passionate in what she does,” one friend said. Besides providing healthy
exercise for free for the willing, Carol serves as a Eucharistic Minister, Lector, Usher, and she also serves on the Liturgy Commission. But in the Social Hall on those
weekdays it’s about moving your muscles and joints in different direction with music including muscle toning with weights, and yoga stretches for flexibility. “Most
in my class are now familiar with the fitness routines, knowing what to do next, and are just
there to have fun while exercising. Also, some can benefit from my strategies on building up
slowly by modifying the movements,” Carol says. A payoff for Carol is not only to see improvement in a group member, but to enjoy that person’s awareness of their improvement. In
one case, that is meaning fewer checkups by the Doctor.
Carol’s advice to we who are always willing, but never quite committed to an exercise habit:
Have fun, MOVE. Find your “want to” and DO IT. Get your heart pumping, improve your
range of motion, and challenge your mind and body by moving to the music. Then stretch or do
Yoga for maintaining flexibility. Use small weights if you want. Use a chair if you need to sit
or hold the back if you need to steady yourself. Vary your activities to keep it fresh—weights;
no weights; music. MOVE It may be easier than you think. Drop by and see what all those
smiles are about.

Best news: Carol is willing to share her knowledge and enthusiasm with ongoing
classes as long as there is interest. Even those of limited mobility get it and get a
benefit—come as you are; move as you can. Start in a chair; stand up some; use
the back to steady yourself as you enjoy just MOVING your muscles and joints.

